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FIRST CLASS PLAYERS
Meyer era begins
as new coach
commits 21 players
to Bowling Green football.
By Pete Stella
SPORTS EDITOR

Urban Meyer has been in Bowling Green for about
ten days since his hiring Dec. 4.
Meyer and his assistant coaches have been strenuously trucking around the nation since he devoted all
of his time to the job in early Ian., searching for the
best football players to fit the needs of the Falcons.
He unveiled the players of the
Urban Mcver era
"If VOU have matlV
yesterday during
■it l-l
r u A
national signing day.
mgntS UlCe 1 naa
Aside from successful stops at
Ohio, Michigan, Maryland, Illinois,
last night, you're
Georgia, Florida, the new staff even
gray, fully bald,
stopped in Alaska to chase down
the Alaska Player of the Year and,
and you have a
according to Meyer, earned one of
nervous twitch.
his coaches a lot of frequent flyer
miles.
Today feels
The new Falcon football coach
like a win."
announced his first recruiting class
yesterday, his first in what he hopes
is a long tenure as the leader of the
Brown and Orange. Meyer brings in 21 new players,
but still has two scholarships to give.
Meyer will try and look for a player "who slipped
through" and will try and stay away from junior colRECRUITS, PAGE 5
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COMING SOON: New Bowling Green football coach Urban Meyer talks about his recruitment efforts at a press conference yesterday.

Coach focused on filling football stadium seats
By Nick Hurm
ASS IS1 AN I SPORIS EDITOR

Rebecca Holt BGNews

The Urban Meyer campus tour
is coming to a dorm near you.
The newly instated head football coach of Bowling Green has a
plan not only to build a successful
football team, but to reach out to
the student body.
Meyer was titled as "Coach"
Dec. 4, 2000, and has spent the
majority of his time on recruiting
trips. In fact, the coach said he

has probably been in Bowling
Green for a total of 10 days since
getting the job. Now that the
recruiting season is fading, he
plans to direct some time to talking with the student body.
"I've spoken anytime someone
has asked me to," Meyer said. "If
people ask me if I am going to go
do it, even If I've got to die trying,
I'm going to try to get students to
come to the games. It's part of the
collegian experience."

Shooting analyzed by U.
By lames Seay
BUSINESS REPORTER

Yesterday afternoon a man who
fired shots outside of the White
House was shot by a Secret
Service officer after a ten minute
showdown, officials said.
Although the intruder shot at
the White House, President Bush
was safe in his residence, exercising Vice President Dick Cheney
was in his office. Both men were
unharmed.
The wounded intruder was
identified by law enforcement
sources as Robert W Pickett, a 47year-old
accountant
from
Evansville, Ind. Pickett had been
fired by the Internal Revenue
Service in the mid 1980s.
According to eyewitnesses.
Pickett shot his handgun from
outside the gate on the south side
of the White House.
Pickett was said to have pointed
the gun at the White House and
even in his mouth at one point
He was taken to George
Washington University Hospital
where he is to undergo knee
surgery and psychological evaluation. He is in stable condition.
At the University reactions to
REACTIONS, PAGE 5

Coming in as a former Notre
Dame football coach, Meyer is
used to the sell-out crowds and
having a strong team of students
backing them up. BG poses a
much different scenario.
BG only averaged 8,464 people
per game during its five home
games in 2000. Notre Dame had
about 10 times thai during its six
home games last season, averaging 80,302 people in attendance.
The question is, how can Meyer

AVMNM
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MEYER, PAGE 5

New number
means free access
By Katy Ellsworth
CAMPUS Lilt REPORTER

SECURITY TIGHT: Secret Service sharpshooters watch the grounds of the White House, yesterday,
after shots were fired near the South Lawn. Bush was reported safe inside the residence.

build up attendance at BG? One
way Meyer plans is by getting
involved with the student body.
"How many students have
actually felt that goal post on their
shoulders after we win a big game
after tearing it down?" Meyer
asked. "We'll walk it down Main
Street or Wooster and I'm going to
be right on top of it. We're going to
try to get some energy going in

For a good time during scheduling week call Star 90 — a number which has been serving students since 1989.
And for a good time away from
home, call Star 90's new 800
number. The University will soon
be adding a toll free number to
the system for students who call
long-distance to schedule.
Laura Waggoner, director of
registration and scheduling, said
that the University has always
talked about an 800 number, and
when the topic came up for discussion, they decided that it
would be nice to add one to the
Star 90 system.
"It's just a new feature we've
added," said Waggoner.
The toll free number will not
be replacing the local number
but is just an addition to the system. When students call the 800
number, they will be transferred
to the regular 372 local number.
The reason that the toll free
number has been added is to
make scheduling more convenient for students living out of

the local area
People who have never had to
call long distance to schedule will
still use the local 372 number.
Brady Pollauf, senior, said that
she would use the new toll free
number because she lives at
home and has usually had to
make a long-distance call to
schedule.
Waggoner said that the new
number was not added because
there has been trouble with the
old one — it is just a way to help
keep students enrolled at the
University and to improve service.
Some students, however, have
cited small problems with the
system.
Natalie Antonick, junior, said
that although she has never had
any big problems, she has had to
wait on hold for a while before
getting through to schedule.
The general agreement among
students seems to be that there
aren't any big problems with the
Star 90 system.
Amber Vorst, junior, said that
she uses the system and has
never had any problems with it
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Student seeking members;
wants greek chapter official
By Laura Neidert
CB[[« lift REPORTER

A University studenl is trying
to instate a new Greek chapter
on campus in time for next fall.
Nu Phi Psi is a historically black
co-ed fraternity, with recent
roots.
Maegan Hunter, freshman, is
trying to start the newest chapter
on campus. There are other
campuses that are trying to start
chapters, such as Ohio State.
Hunter hopes that it can be started at BG sooner than Ohio State,
and then they will become the
Beta chapter. If they get started

later, they will be the Gamma
chapter.
Hunter originally got interested in this idea from a friend of
hers involved with Nu Phi Psi at
home over break. He supplied
Hunter with the knowledge,
resources and rules thai she
needed to get started.
Then she came back to school,
and the main goal is now how to
get people interested. There was
an informational meeting held
last week, but few people attended. Hunter has gotten out the
word to several people, but she is
hoping to find some serious

interest
"I haven't talked to the Office
of Residence Life yet because I
want to have others with me
when I do, but when I do, 1 do
hope to have on-campus housing," said Hunter.
Once there are enough people
interested, Hunter stated that
they will be allowed to colonize
officially as a chapter and begin
initiating members.
Sam Gilbert, the Regional
Dean of Operations for Nu Phi
Psi said, "Every chapter, that is
from here until the unknown
future, serves as proof and evi-

dence that the efforts of our
founding fathers and our brothers that endured the trials and
tribulations through the years,
were not in vain."
Nu Phi Psi began in 1988 at
Baldwin-Wallace College, and its
purpose was to unify the brothers in a local Upward Bound type
program. The sister part of the
order was founded in 1999 at the
University of Akron.
"Having both brothers and
sisters now makes this fraternal
entity truly unique and moreover makes us a true family,"
Gilbert said.

Gas prices force Ohio State U.
power plant to burn coal, oil
By Nate Clark
The Lantern (Ohio State U.)
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio
- With the cost of gas on the rise,
Ohio State University is under
pressure to use alternative fuel
sources to heat university facilities.
"This is something nobody
saw coming. We knew it would
go up, but it ran up double what
we expected," said Wallace
Giflen, director of utilities at
McCrackcn Power Plant.
To limit the power plant's
reliance on costly natural gas,
the Utilities Division decided in
the first week of January to cut
gas use and switch to cheaper oil
and coal as substitutes.
"Part of our job in running the
plant is using the most costeffective fuel. It was a basic economic decision here in utilities,''
Giffen said.
If the university used gas, it
would have spent $3.3 million in
January alone, said Giffen.

Supplementing the dependency
on gas with the use of coal and
oil as heating fuels, OSU spent
about $2 million, an avoided
cost of S1.3 million.
Heating campus primarily
with gas is costly when January
prices ranged from $10.87 to
$14.27 per million British thermal units. Comparatively, coal
cost only $2.13 per million Btu
and oil cost $7.63 per million
Btu, according to Giffen.
Giffen attributes rising gas
prices to both liigh demand as a
result of an unseasonably cold
winter, and limited storage in
local wells after high summer
demand. Northern storage wells,
which are usually filled for winter, were left with little supply,
the result of fluctuating summer
gas markets.
Giffen does not see the weaning off of gas as a continuing
trend, however. "Future prices
are a lot lower. They're drilling
more wells," Giffen said.
Shifting the university's gas

dependency means alternating
the use of the McCrackcn Power
Plant's six boilers. One boiler
bums coal and gas, four others
bum oil and gas and one boiler
burns only gas. For lanuary,
about 60 percent of fuel used
was oil, 30 percent was gas and
10 percent was coal. "After (he
first days of January, we had very
little gas use," Giffen said.
Giffen appears to be confident
in the university's switch to alternative fueling. "We've had a coal
burner since the mid '80s. The
coal burner is a very clean burn
of coal," Giffen said.
Jean-Michel Guldmann, professor of city and regional planning, says pollution from coal
burning is one of the most drastic of the heating fuels.
"Generally, when you use more
coal, you create more sulfurdioxide. Clearly, burning coal is
more negative. The bulk of pollutants from heating comes
from coal," Guldmann said.
Although expensive, the envi-

ronmental benefits of natural
gas are clear. "With natural gas,
pollution is close to zero,"
Guldmann said.
The low cost of oil makes it
another logical alternative. Oil
burning made up the majority of
January's fuel consumption. "It
reached the point in lanuary that
it was cheaper to just bum oil,"
Giffen said.
OSU's Utilities Division hopes
for even cleaner and efficient
energy solutions. With some of
the boilers dining back lo the
1940s, replacement options
have been put on the table.
"We're looking at ways of
replacing the boilers. If you look
al what we require for heat, the
coal boilers are inefficient They
don't meet modern environmental standards," Giffen said.
One remedy, a combination of
electricity and steam, is being
considered because ii reduces
greenhouse gases by 70 to 80
percent

COMMENTARY

Reporter witnesses
Okla. execution
Byiayna Noley
U-WIRE
EDMOND, Okla - The table is
set with a plate of freshly baked
chocolate cookies. The welcoming scent of coffee fills the air
while friendly conversation and
laughter deny the true purpose
of the gathering. The journalists
in the pressroom of the Jackie
Brannon Correctional Center are
not attending a simple reception.
They have gathered lo witness an
execution.
Upon arrival lo the center, we
sign in and are given identity
badges. Press releases are handed out describing the inmate facing execution and the details of
his crime.
On Aug. 14, 1979, 39-year-old
HI lones Jr. shot and killed
Stanley Buck Sr. al the Wichita
Lounge in Lawton. Jones also
shot Ms. Royce Linker, Belly
Strain, and Stanley Buck Jr., critically wounding Strain and Buck
Ir. OnIune9,1980 lones was sentenced lo death.
Twenty years and five appeals
later, we are memorizing facts in
a press room. Watching lime lick
by, we all steal glances al ihe
clock. Everyone there knows the
appointed lime, 9 p.m.
Many people use milestones
to measure their progression
through life. For most, these follow a simple pattern of graduation, career, and family followed
by retirement
On death row, milestones
become a mailer of living or
dying. After all appeals have been
exhausted, the niin.nr will face
the mosl important day of his
life. There will be phone calls, visils with family, special meals and
photographs. However unlike
mosl special days, this one will
end with the signing of a death
certificate,
Seven witnesses are chosen by
drawing straws. We are briefed by
lerry Massie, the Department of
Corrections' public information
officer. 1 become aware that as
the only college reporter and the
youngest first-timer there, I must
appear vulnerable. Massie asks
me if I am sure I can handle this.

I assure him 1 will be fine, but he
docs not look convinced.
At 8:30 p.m., we gel in Ihe
Department of Corrections van
to be driven to the prison's IIUnit.
Each reporter is searched
before being allowed lo enter Ihe
building. Regulars know the drill
and are already kicking off iheir
shoes on the way in.
I have forgotten to wear socks,
and Ihe female officer who
searches me leases me. My bare
feel stick lo the floor when I try to
put my shoes back on. The other
reporters laugh wilh strained
politeness, but no one else says a
word. We are each given a pad of
paper and a pen.
We pass through an airlock lo
wail in Ihe Il-Unil law library
until we are needed.
The lasl moments of a condemned inmate's life are spent
amid a flurry of activity. At 8:47
p.m. we hear rhythmic banging
begin on Ihe floor above us. Il is
how oilier inmates show respect
to Ihe condemned. I"his is what
Massie (old us during briefing
would signal ihe beginning of the
inmate's 'long walk' from the
holding cell lo ihe execution
chamber. There he will be
strapped lo a gurncy and intravenous lines will be inserted. This
is his lasl slop before Ihe execution. The rhythmic beat from
above does not cease.
While we wait, we make small
talk about the various newspapers we work for. A veteran of 19
executions tells us about his
worsl experiences as a witness.
Al 9:02 p.m. ihe victims family
passes by on iheir way lo ihe witness room.
Al 9:08 p.m. il is lime lo go. We
all fall silent. In the short walk
back lo ihe airlock, a Irance has
fallen over us. Any nervousness
has evaporated and journalistic
instinci has laken control.
We go up a fliglil of Stain, and
down a long, gray corridor. As we
lake our own "long walk," ihe
only sound we hear is ihe squeak
of our (hoes and our own breathing.
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Volunteers Wanted
for Campus Tour Guides

Deadline is Valentines Day
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All Budget Request Forms
due in the Office of Campus
Involvement
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Assessments are performed by nutrition Peer
Educators and supervised by a Registered
dietitian, who can offer you accurate information
on a variety of topics, including:
•
•
•
•

BGSU

Eating healthy on a limited budget
Vegetarian eating
Weight management
General nutrition guidance
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Monday, February 19th
Tours between 10:00 and 4:00
Two hour shifts minimum
Presidents'

Day

Represent your University to
future students and their parents!
Stop in the Office of Admissions
110 McFall Center by February 12th.

For an
appt. call
372-9355
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SPEAKING OF A
REVOLUTION:

CROSSWORD

Columbus based band
OAR will be performing
this Friday at the Seagate
Convention Center in
Toledo. Doors open at
8p.m. and tickets are $13
each. For further info
check out the OAR feature in Friday's Now section of the BG News.
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Irorn
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16 lounge around
17 Executive aMty
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20 Sea eagle
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NFL
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46 European
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answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.
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Dangerous Liaisons

Adam Sandier very well may be
the greatest comic actor of our generation. After a successful career on
"Saturday Night Live", Sandier
delivered uproariously funny title
role performances in "Billy
Madison" and "Happy Gilmore"
before turning in this gem of a period piece.
Sandier plays Robbie Hart, a
wedding singer. Robbie is engaged
to Linda (Angela Featherstone)
who stands him up at the altar on
their wedding day. Robbie meets
Julia, played masterfully by Drew
Barrymore, at a wedding that
Robbie was performing at. Robbie,
heartbroken, swears off singing at
weddings ever again; however the
compassionate Julia persuades
him to sing at her wedding.
Julia is engaged to Glenn
(Matthew Glave), a crude, womanizing WallStreet-type. The more
Robbie helps Julia plan her wedding, the more Robbie falls in love.
Robbie finds out that Glenn has
been cheating on Julia. Being that
he is in love with Julia, he feels it
necessary to tell her. However,
I jnda reappears in Robbie's life and
ruins all chances Robbie might
have to land lulia
That's before infamous rocker
Billy Idol gets involved. I don't want
to give away too much, but Billy
Idol has a way of setting things
right.
This is a pretty standard boy
meets girl, boy gets girl, boy loses
girl, boy gets girl back slory.The
message is simple and perhaps
overdone: true love always wins
over shallow, materialistic relationships.
However, when put on screen
with Sandlcr's comedic presence
and impressive mullet, the script
comes alive. Tried and true '80s
classics comprise the score, which
definitely works to the picture's
advantage.
All in all, I'd have to give this
movie three out of four stars, mostly for Sandler's performance, but
also for the rappin' granny, Ellen
Albertini Dow.
I would definitely pick this film
for when you want to snuggle up
with your significant other.
What?
1 was supposed to review "The
Wedding PLANNER!"
DAMMIT!!!

OHIO WEATHER
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INFANTILIZE
Pronunciation: in-fan-til-ize
Function: transitive verb
Etymology: inflected form(s) i/ed. -iz-ing
Date: 1943
1: to make or keep infantile
2: to treat as if infantile or
suppress maturity
also: for one reason or another,
some people seem to do this.
Is it the fear of growing up or
just the need to make others
look stupid due to lack of selfesteem, who knows and who
cares
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WHAT A COUPLE OF
HOTTIES
If you like what you see, just
go to tmw.uglypeople.comlhe
amount of beautiful babies is
endless. Infinite hotness!

SAY WHAT?!?
"I want to die
peacefully in my
sleep like my
grandfather. Not
screaming in
terror like his
passengers."
JIM HARKINS
C'MON YOU KNOW YOU
WANT TO LAUGH AT THIS
ONE!
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"RISEN - Hey Girl, Delicate Few,
Hold on True, If She Only Knew,
Untitled, She Gone (Only In
Dreams), King of the Thing,
Night Shift, About Mr. Brown,
Someone in the Road, Here's to
You"
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Student seeking members;
wants greek chapter official
By Laura Neidert
CREEK LIFE REPOBTEH

A University student is trying
to instate a new Greek chapter
on campus in time for next fall.
Nu Phi Psi is a historically black
co-ed fraternity, with recent
roots.
Maegan Hunter, freshman, is
trying to start the newest chapter
on campus. There are other
campuses that are trying to start
chapters, such as Ohio State.
Hunter hopes that it can be started at BG sooner than Ohio State,
and then they will become the
Beta chapter. If they get started

later, they will be the Gamma
chapter.
Hunter originally got interested in this idea from a friend of
hers involved with Nu Phi Psi at
home over break. He supplied
Hunter with the knowledge,
resources and rules that she
needed to get started.
Then she came back to school,
and the main goal is now how to
get people interested. There was
an informational meeting held
last week, but few people attended. Hunter has gotten out the
word to several people, but she is
hoping to find some serious

interest.
"1 haven't talked to the Office
of Residence Life yet because I
want to have others with me
when I do, but when I do, 1 do
hope to have on-campus housing," said Hunter.
Once there are enough people
interested, Hunter stated that
they will be allowed to colonize
officially as a chapter and begin
initiating members.
Sam Gilbert, the Regional
Dean of Operations for Nu Phi
Psi said, "Every chapter, that is
from here until the unknown
future, serves as proof and evi-

dence that the efforts of our
founding fathers and our brothers that endured the trials and
tribulations through the years,
were not in vain."
Nu Phi Psi began in 1988 at
Baldwin-Wallace College, and its
purpose was to unify the brothers in a local Upward Bound type
program. The sister part of the
order was founded in 1999 at the
University of Akron.
"Having both brothers and
sisters now makes this fraternal
entity truly unique and moreover makes us a true family,"
Gilbert said.

Gas prices force Ohio State U.
power plant to burn coal, oil
By Nate Clark
The Lantern (Ohio State U.)
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS. Ohio
- With the cost of gas on the rise,
Clio State University is under
pressure to use alternative fuel
sources to heat university facilities.
"This is something nobody
saw coming. We knew it would
go up, but it ran up double what
we expected," said Wallace
Giffen, director of utilities at
McCracken Power Plant.
To limit the power plant's
reliance on costly natural gas.
the Utilities Division decided in
the first week of January to cut
gas use and switch to cheaper oil
and coal as substitutes.
"Part of our job in running the
plant is using the most costeffective fuel. It was a basic economic decision here in utilities,"
Giffen said.
If the university used gas, it
would have spent $3.3 million in
January alone, said Giffen.

Supplementing the dependency
on gas with the use of coal and
oil as heating fuels, OSU spent
about $2 million, an avoided
cost of $1.3 million.
Heating campus primarily
with gas is costly when January
prices ranged from $10.87 to
$14.27 per million British thermal units. Comparatively, coal
cost only $2.13 per million Btu
and oil cost $7.63 per million
Btu, according to Giffen.
Giffen attributes rising gas
prices to both high demand as a
result of an unseasonably cold
winter, and limited storage in
local wells after high summer
demand. Northern storage wells,
which are usually filled for winter, were left with little supply,
the result of fluctuating summer
gas markets.
Giffen does not see the weaning off of gas as a continuing
trend, however. "Future prices
are a lot lower. They're drilling
more wells," Giffen said.
Shifting the university's gas

dependency means alternating
the use of the McCracken Power
Plant's six boilers. One boiler
bums coal and gas, four others
bum oil and gas and one boiler
burns only gas. For January,
about 60 percent of fuel used
was oil, 30 percent was gas and
10 percent was coal. "After the
first days of January, we had very
little gas use," Giffen said.
Giffen appears to be confident
in the university's switch to alternative fueling. "We've had a coal
burner since the mid '80s. The
coal burner is a very clean burn
of coal," Giffen said.
Jean-Michel Guldmann, professor of city and regional planning, says pollution from coal
burning is one of the most drastic of the heating fuels.
"Generally, when you use more
coal, you create more sulfurdioxide. Clearly, burning coal is
more negative. The bulk of pollutants from heating comes
from coal," Guldmann said.
Although expensive, the envi-

ronmental benefits of natural
gas are clear. "With natural gas,
pollution is close to zero,"
Guldmann said.
The low cost of oil makes it
another logical alternative. Oil
burning made up the majority of
January's fuel consumption. "It
reached the point in January that
it was cheaper to just burn oil,"
Giffen said.
OSU's Utilities Division hopes
for even cleaner and efficient
energy solutions. With some of
the boilers dating back to the
1940s, replacement options
have been put on the table.
"We're looking at ways of
replacing the boilers. If you look
at what we require for heat, the
coal boilers are inefficient. They
don't meet modern environmental standards," Giffen said.
One remedy, a combination of
electricity and steam, is being
considered because it reduces
greenhouse gases by 70 to 80
percent

COMMENTARY

Reporter witnesses
Okla. execution
Bylayna Noley
u-wmt
EDMOND, Okla. - The table is
set with a plate of freshly baked
chocolate cookies. The welcoming scent of coffee fills the air
while friendly conversation and
laughter deny the true purpose
of the gathering. The journalists
in the pressroom of the Jackie
Brannon Correctional Center are
not attending a simple reception.
They have gathered to witness an
execution.
Upon arrival to the center, we
sign in and are given identity
badges. Press releases are handed out describing the inmate facing execution and the details of
his crime.
On Aug. 14, 1979, 39-year-old
D.L Jones Jr. shot and killed
Stanley Buck Sr. at the Wichita
Lounge in Lawton. lones also
shot Ms. Royce Linker, Betty
Strain, and Stanley Buck Jr., critically wounding Strain and Buck
Jr.OnJune9,1980 lones was sentenced to death.
Twenty years and five appeals
later, we are memorizing facts in
a press room. Watching time tick
by, we all steal glances at the
clock. Everyone there knows the
appointed time, 9 p.m.
Many people use milestones
to measure their progression
through life. For most, these follow a simple pattern of graduation, career, and family followed
by retirement.
On death row, milestones
become a matter of living or
dying. After all appeals have been
exhausted, the inmate will face
the most important day of his
life. There will be phone calls, visits with family, special meals and
photographs. However unlike
most special days, this one will
end with the signing of a death
certificate.
Seven witnesses are chosen by
drawing straws We are briefed by
Jerry Massie, the Department of
Corrections' public information
officer. I become aware that as
tlie only college reporter and the
youngest first-timer there, I must
appear vulnerable. Massie asks
me if I am sure I can handle this.

1 assure him I will be fine, but he
does not look convinced.
At 8:30 p.m., we get in the
Department of Corrections van
to be driven to the prison's IIUnit.
Each reporter is searched
before being allowed to enter the
building. Regulars know the drill
and are already kicking off (heir
shoes on the way in.
I have forgotten to wear socks,
and the female officer who
searches me teases me. My bare
feet stick to the floor when I try to
put my shoes back on. The other
reporters laugh with strained
politeness, but no one else says a
word. We are each given a pad of
paper and a pen.
We pass through an airlock to
wait in the ll-Unit law library
until we are needed.
The last moments of a condemned inmate's life arc spent
amid a flurry of activity. At 8:47
p.m. we hear rhythmic banging
begin on the floor above us. It is
how other inmates show respect
to the condemned. This is what
Massie told us during briefing
would signal the beginning of the
inmate's 'long walk' from the
holding cell to the execution
chamber. There he will be
strapped to a gurney and intravenous lines will be inserted. This
is his last stop before the execution. The rhythmic beat from
alxive docs not cease.
While we wait, we make small
talk about the various newspapers we work for. A veteran of 19
executions tells us about his
worst experiences as a witness.
At 9:02 p.m. the victims family
passes by on their way to the witness room.
At 9:08 p.m. it is time to go. We
all fall silent. In the short walk
back to the airlock, a trance has
fallen over us. Any nervousness
has evaporated and journalistic
instinct has taken control.
We go up a flight of stairs, and
down a long, gray corridor. As we
take our own "long walk." the
only sound we hear is the squeak
of our shoes and our own breathing.
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Attention Student
Organizations
For the <^0 of $$,

Volunteers Wanted
for Campus Tour Guides

Wellness Connection

Are
You

Ready?
Deadline is Valentines Day
5:00 pm/February 14
All Budget Request Forms
due in the Office of Campus
Involvement
204 South Hall

Make an appointment
for FREE assessment at the
Assessments are performed by nutrition Peer
Educators and supervised by a Registered
dietitian, who can offer you accurate information
on a variety of topics, including:
•
•
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Monday, February 19th
Tours between 10:00 and 4:00

Two hour shifts minimum

Eating healthy on a limited budget
Vegetarian eating
Weight management
General nutrition guidance
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Day

Represent your University to
future students and their parents!
Stop in the Office of Admissions
110 McFall Center by February 12th.
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SPEAKING OF A
REVOLUTION:
Columbus based band
OAR will be performing
this Friday at the Seagate
Convention Center in
Toledo. Doors open at
8p.m. and tickets are $13
each. For further info
check out the OAR feature in Friday's Now section of the BG News.

"Wedding
Planner", not
just another
romantic
comedy

CROSSWORD
www.bgnews.com/page3

"That was a crazy game of poker."

INDIE ROCK MILES

GET TO KNOW YOUR
FELLOW STUDENTS

# Dangerous Liaisons
Adam Sandier very well may be
the greatest comic actor of our generation. After a successful career on
"Saturday Night Live", Sandier
delivered uproariously funny title
role performances in "Billy
Madison" and "Happy Gilmore"
before turning in this gem of a period piece.
Sandier plays Robbie Mart, a
wedding singer. Robbie is engaged
to Linda (Angela Featherstone)
who stands him up at the altar on
their wedding day. Robbie meets
Julia, played masterfully by Drew
Barrymore, at a wedding that
Robbie was performing at. Robbie,
heartbroken, swears off singing at
weddings ever again; however the
compassionate Julia persuades
him to sing at her wedding.
lulu is engaged to Glenn
(Matthew Glave), a crude, womanizing WallStreot-type. The more
Robbie helps Julia plan her wedding, ihe more Robbie falls in love.
Robbie finds out that Glenn has
been cheating on Julia. Being that
he is in love with Julia, ba feels it
necessary to tell her. However,
1 jnda rcap|>ears in Robbie's life and
ruins all chances Robbie might
have to land lulia
That's before infamous rocker
Billy Idol gets involved. I don't want
to give away too much, but Billy
Idol has a way of setting tilings
right.
This is a pretty standard boy
meets girl, boy gets girl, boy loses
girl, boy gets girl back story.The
message is simple and perhaps
overdone: true love always wins
over shallow, materialistic relationships
However, when put on screen
with Sandlcr's comedic presence
and impressive mullet, the script
comes alive. Tried and true '80s
classics comprise the score, which
definitely works to the picture's
advantage.
All in all, I'd have to give this
movie three out of four stars, mostly for Sandlcr's performance, but
also for the rappin' granny, Ellen
Albertini Dow.
I would definitely pick this film
for when you want to snuggle up
with your significant other.
What?
I was supposed to review "The
Wedding PLANNER!"
DAMMIT!!!
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18
23
25
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31 Porsia. now
32 Thompson ol
"Peter's Friends"
33 Team ol oxen
34 Srrali tnlpt
35 Soothing plant
37 Cabin matenai
41 Supposn that
44 Smelling waste
48 Canyon
comebacks
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PROBLEMS?

Habtlal
Mod ending'
Art category
Masseur's Mju-d
Orculatory
system
U, mil. grp
Choirmembef
Soggy lood
'50s crooner
Biki'n lops
Vodka and
orange |uioa
Bane hand
Murray and West

About to trade in
your uni brow tor
the answer to ldown?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still Ixated on this
very page. We think.

30 Chimney deDosrt

DOWN
i identites
2 Video-game
company
3 BntiSh WOKJIII
4 Santa __ winds
5 Smooth, even
style in muse

BRIAN
DANGER

■
|

'

ACROSS
1 Birth <uiatu<!
6 Hefner or Grant
10 Bow ones own
horn
14 Make amen*
15 Ersau-butter
16 Lounge a/ound
17 Executive aL»*iy
19 Kiemperer or
Premingw
20 Seaeagto
21 Ciirusdrw*
22 Paler Wolio'
movie
24 Cancun snooze
26 Uncanny
27 Pause ma*
29 Dog star'
33 Appondoclomy
reminder
36 Campbell a' the
NFL
38 Tempest
39 Vaulter's need
40 Skkm antelope
4? Wander
43 Declares frankly
45 AudiWe broath
46 European
volcano
47 Sewing tool
49 Honshu port
51 ProdrMH
53 Opportune
57 -West Side Storysong
60 Accomplished
61 Come to regret
62 SerD or Croat
63 in the open ar
66 Assistant
67 Momeot twl'rst
family
68 Jockey Arcaro
69 Leo's comment
70 Earthly seven
/i Feats

50
52
54
55
56
57
58

59 Nothing in
Granada
60 Adams and
HKkles
64 Sn Lankan
export
65 Keatsian work

Joshud
Practice piece
Wear away
Gruesome
Affirmatives
Russ^n ruler
Miscellany
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WORD OF THE DAY

SAY WHAT?!?
"I want to die
peacefully in my
sleep like my
grandfather. Not
screaming in
terror like his
passengers."

INFANTILIZE
Pronunciation: in-fan-lil-ize
Function: transitive verb
Etymology: inflected form(s) ized, -iz-ing
Date: 1943
1: to make or keep infantile
2: to treat as if infantile or
suppress maturity
also: for one reason or another
some people seem to do this.
Is it the fear of growing up or
just the need to make others
look stupid due to lack of selfesteem, who knows and who
cares

WHAT A COUPLE OF
HOHIFS
If you like what you see, just
go to www.uglypeople.comlhe
amount of beautiful babies is
endless. Infinite hotness!

JIM HARKINS
C'MON YOU KNOW YOU
WANT TO LAUGH AT THIS
ONE!

High: 34"
lew: 19*

-

IBW:30

ANSWERS
"RISEN - Hey Girl, Delicate Few,
Hold on True, II She Only Knew,
Unfit led. She Gone (Only In
Dreams), King of the Thing,
Night Shift, About Mr. Brown,
Someone in the Road, Here's to
You"
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MISSING NAVAL OFFICER FOUND
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — Petty Officer 2nd Class Kevin
Con-, 27, who vanished a week ago while aboard a
guided missile cruiser and was presumed drowned,
emerged Tuesday night from the 12-by-8-foot room
on the USS Cape St. George, sought out the ship's
chaplain and was admitted to sickbay, the Navy said.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Americans shoot opposing views
All doubts about America's
ability to be open-minded and
allow things to roll off its back was
confirmed yesterday.
While we like to think of ourselves as the epitome of the open
mind, our actions say otherwise.
As for our ability to negotiate with
ourselves, we're just as divisive as
we are diverse.
The latest acton to confirm
these evident truths was committed by Robert W Pickett.
Pickett showed up to the
southwest gate of the White
House, and he brought his gun.
This is nothing new. During

most presidential terms, a random American citizen decides
that a bullet or three would make
his or her beliefs right, or that it
would impress lodie Foster.
In addition, those of us who are
history- or timeline-inclined
know that it's the right decade for
something tragic to happen.
Every other decade, since the
time of Lincoln's assassination,
has seen nature or lead attempt
to force the number two to take
over for the president
We recall this fact with an
almost wistful resignation. Does
anybody realize what this says

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about the
motivations behind presidential assassination
attempts? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

about our country? The twoparty republic is supposed to be
the most stable political system.
Instead, we have a disproportionate number of in-office
deaths and assassinations for
such a "stable" government.

Normally, when a citizen of a
country disagrees with the election of an official, or even that
official's policies, he or she will do
their part to rail against the
leader.
But usually, it is in words and
ideas. For some reason,
Americans have it in their heads
that the destruction of a single
person will stop those ideas or
policies.
In most cases, these people will
complain about a candidate, but
worft actively do anything until
after the fact If nothing else, we
do like to complain.

To complicate this even further, citizens who get involved
with the political and community
issues runs a risk. There are two
sides in an election, and one of
them is going to lose.
It is then up to those who were
active, to concede and attempt to
push their ideas through without
being obstinate. It's this last part
that we Americans seem to forget
All around this country, people
are mentioning the election's lack
of decisiveness as what might
have caused this attempt at an
assassination. Or perhaps they'll

mention the fact that this nation
is split down the middle, with a
deep trench between the sides.
Whatever the cause, the facts
remain. Already, one person has
been given additional jail time for
threatening President Bush's life.
Now, one person has been arrested for bringing a gun to the presidential gates. And it hasn't yet
been one month.
We're America, and we pride
ourselves on our alleged ability to
be open to any idea
Let's not show the world the
violent and obstinate idiots we
actually are.

Fixing a broken PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ON THE STREET
democracy
Cars not an
AT ISSUE Perhaps it is time to rethink the United
States' form of government.
We need to seriously rethink DAVID W.
this whole idea of a democracy in ST0RIE
the United States. It just is not
working out. Right now we are Opinion Columnist
working on voting reforms in
response to an election that both
sides must admit was a disgrace ilized we would need no governto our fine nation. The problem is ment or laws. Unfortunately, we
that the i dorms are mostly just in are not civilized and life is brief
the mechanics of voting and do without laws. As bad as it is, we
not touch on the more serious need someone to fry the plane or
flaws of the system.
it would crash into the ocean.
True democracy, where everyThe most common defense of
our system of government is that one votes on everything, would
it is not perfect but it works. I am be nice to try. Only the system is
in complete agreement that our so painfully difficult that it would
republic is not perfect. As to it seltdestruct any where above the
working, it is clear that it does not size of a city council. We have a
A democracy elects leaders massive and apathetic populafrom a very small pool of poten- tion. True democracy is beyond
tial leaders who basically stand our grasp right now.
for the same values. Anyone outSocrates, who considered
side a very narrow mean is shut democracy the best bad system,
out of the procedure entirely. thought that the world should be
Only members of two very pow- run be a group of philosopher
erful and similar parties have any kings. The wisest and most just
chance of gaining the higher would have the power. It would
offices of this country.
be an efficient system with qualiDemocracy is considered a fied leadership. The problem is
sound form of government that there is really no practical
because it gives representation to way to choose. Those who are
the people. In theory, we would truly wise tend to have no use for
choose leaders who represented such petty power.
the diverse people of our nation.
In many other democracies
Unless you are rich, Anglo-Saxon, representation is proportional.
Christian, married, male, hetero- The more votes your party gets
sexual, with a mainstream politi- the more power it holds. It would
cal philosophy and in your fifth reduce the frightening concentradecade on this Earth, your repre- tion of power in the United States.
sentation is a joke.
Unfortunately this system, while
There is no way that such a tiny being a better democracy, has
group can control a nation and it most of democracy's problems.
still be called a democracy. The Parties still bicker endlessly and
C" Irn i is that there are so many form pacts to gain an advantage.
ers to getting in office that it This would be the best choice, if
would be nearly impossible to we could get 270 million people
claw through the tangled mess to pay attention.
our government has become
The question is if the United
without a great deal of money States deserves to have a democpushing from behind.
racy. For democracy to work, the
Our system is not based on people must participate and they
qualifications to lead. It never has must care. The truth is that most
been. Elections are nothing more Americans do not vote, much less
than bizarre popularity contests cast an informed ballot.
which would be more appropriIn a nation where very few peoate for a junior high school. This is ple care about the destination of
no way to run a nation.
the nation, we deserve what we
We have had this pseudo- get If we do not care enough to
democracy for so long that we take a long and inconvenient look
have forgotten that there are bet- at our system, it is going to show
ter alternatives to it. There are so how little we care. Those willing to
many alternatives, both from the- build a decent world should start
ory and practice, that it might be looking for a place to build one.
time to examine them closely.
When we started out in the creMonarchy has its charms; no ation of a democracy, it sounded
elections get screwed up, every- like a good idea. In truth, it was
one knows who is boss. It puts a better than most of what was in
disturbing amount of power in the world at die time. However,
one set of hands, and concentra- our attempt is not turning out the
tion of power is one of our biggest way it should have. While we
problems right now. If the boss might be looking at a few shortscrews up there is only one way to term and superficial solutions, it
get a new boss, and it is messy.
needs some real work. Unless we
On the other end of the scale is are willing to work to make it betanarchy. If humans were truly civ- ter, we deserve this mess.

What do you think
would make students
want to go to a football game?

RYANDUNBAR
SOPHOMORE
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.
"Night games during
the week."

JOSH YOUNG
SENIOR
ACCOUNTING
"Promote games on
channel 63, the BG
station."

MATT SMITH
SENIOR
ELEMENTARY ED.
"Sidney Ribeau,
naked."

PAMELA WILLIAMSON
SOPHOMORE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
"New Freddie and
Frieda costumes. Did
they make them out of
roadkilir

small compared to others I've
seen. I know for a fact you can
walk across it in 15 minutes easily. Contrary to popular belief on
this campus, walking won't kill
you. In fact, there are some studies that say it is actually a very
effective form of exercise. Think
There is little surprise in the of all the Pepsi you can buy with
fact that much opposition has the money you would have had
arisen from USG's proposal that to spend on gas.
freshmen, starting in the fall of
Given this tragic state of soci2002, will no longer be able to ety, one would have to recognize
have cars on campus. It seems that if this proposal is accepted,
that everyone and their mother no good will probably come of it
(pardon the overused cliche) has Everyone will stay bottled up in
something to say about this, so their rooms on the weekend
here are my two cents.
watching the Real World/Road
Not that I'm really concerned Rules marathon instead of 'gasp*
about the whole thing, after all, venturing out and having intelI'll be long gone when fall of 2002 lectually stimulating conversarolls around. But my political sci- tions with other people. This
ence class has a way of motivat- means more lumps sitting
ing me at some higher plane. We around that need to be fed. More
had a very interesting discussion job openings in dining services!
about this whole thing It was
So I'll stop rambling now and
during this discussion that I real- get to my point, which is this: the
ized that my tuition dollars are freshmen will survive without
well spent. What I learned in class their cars. Life might be a little
was
related!
Classical more difficult, but that's life. Get
Republicanism and Plata were no used to it. I never had a car my
longer something I lea ned but freshmen year. I'm still alive. I had
would never apply in iveryday a plethora of friends who 1 could
life!
catch the two-hour ride home
Plato?
:iassical with when I wanted to. The intent
Republicanism? Scary, >ut true. here is obviously to get freshmen
For those who support t lis park- more involved in creating a sense
ing proposal have on; major of campus community. I applaud
interest in mind — the campus the USG for making this proposcommunity as a whole. This is an al. It's nice to know that a governattempt to get freshmen more ment exists that looks out for the
involved on campus, which good of everyone, even the
would be beneficial to everybody. lumps. Plato would be so proud.
Freshmen would become more
active in their education. We all
Amy J. Sample
know that the majority of what
a sampleQbgnet.bgsu.edu
we learn in college does not come
from the classroom. By encouraging freshmen to stay over on
weekends and become active in
the community, they are being
provided with countless educational opportunities. Anyone
who's been to Uptown or SkyBar
on a Saturday night knows how
educational that can be. That
educational experience is just as
important as cramming for
exams.
No cars for freshmen? What's
Of course, as pointed out in the next? Uniforms? The decision to
article yesterday, there are stu- disallow freshmen from having
dents who have good jobs back cars is disturbing at its best The
home. How do we define "good" rationality behind making stuin this situation? lobs that pay a dents spend weekends on camcertain amount per hour? No pus because Mr. Froslear says
matter how "good" a job is, if it "going home every weekend is
takes longer than an hour to get not healthy" is both ignorant and
there, it can't be that good. Help anti-American.
the environment. Save gas
As a freshman at Bowling
money. Get a job on campus that Green, I feel it is necessary to
unwind from the daily stresses of
you can walk to
Which leads me to the bigger college life. Personalty, spending
truth here. This whole issue is just a weekend at Bowling Green
another example of how lazy while being subjected to sex,
society has gotten these days. drugs and vulgar rap music
Every time I think about it, I am seems more unhealthy than
disgusted. This campus is very spending the weekend with your

on-campus
necessity

Lack of cars,
choice
disturbing

family.
However, the USG and its new
bill takes away that choice, ironically at a period of our lives when
we should learn to think and
make decisions for ourselves.
However, Bowling Green is determined to produce "successful citizens," as long as that means they
are liberal zombies who allow
government to do their dunking
for them.
Steven Ca/ins
scavinsObgnet.bgsu.edu

Education is
top priority,
not meetings
After reading the editorial on
the University's plan to change
the scheduling, my friends and I
would strongly consider changing universities if this plan is
implemented. We vehemently
agree with the author's position
slated in the article. We are paying
$10,000 for our education, not to
make it easy for departmental
officials to have meetings at their
convenience. It is hard enough to
fit our priorities into our schedules as it is, this would only make
it more difficult
Holly Moroney
Chen Hotewinski
Brianiu Shurin
lodiMusgrove
Kristen Yatson
Melissa Goodell
Pamela Smudz
lennrfer Robinson
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Future looks promising according to BG's new coach
RECRUITS, FROM PAGE 1

lege kids as they are only in the
program for two years.
"The true test of a recruiting
class is three years from now,"
Meyer said. "I feel very proud that
we have recruited quality young
men that the Bowling Green
community and the University
will be proud of."
"I am very pleased with the
effort of our assistant coaches. I
wanted to put together a staff of
family people but also people
that make a difference."
The Falcons also had two
potential recruits sign letters of
intent minutes before the deadline, including prize Keon
Newson, who had just been
offered a scholarship from an
unnamed Big Ten school, but
decided to stick with BG.
"If you have many nights like I
had last night, you're gray, fully
bald, and you have a nervous
twitch," Meyer said. "Today feels
like after a win."
BG got eight recruits from
Ohio, four from Cleveland and
two from Cincinnati. This figure,
however, bothers Meyer.

"I thought we could get more He was named All-State, All- Springfield, Ohio, will also pro- was being recruited by Meyer at
kids from Ohio," he said. "That is League,
All-District,
the vide assistance in the trenches Georgia.
something we are going to work Cleveland Plain Dealer's Best of after netting 124 tackles and AllMike Crumpler was named a
on for next season. It all starts - the Best and an ESPN Ail- Ohio honors. He will also play in Top 100 Player in Maryland and
with the relationships my staff American. Bailey also left Shaw the Big 33 game, between Ohio could see some action in the
and I have with the high school High School as the team's all-time and Pennsylvania All-stars, and defensive secondary. Jonathan
coaches in the
leading career was named Division II Player of Culp earned his team's Most
area.
Every
rusher
with the Year.
Valuable Offensive Lineman
coach on the
more than 4,000
"About 12 minutes ago (before honor at Mason Ohio and stands
staff will be in
yards.
deadline), we just received his let- at 6-6,245 pounds.
every
high
"Anytime you ter of intent," Meyer said. "He was
Nate Fry, the only BG recruit
school in Ohio
deal with skill highly recruited by other schools from Northwest Ohio, could
in May shaking
players,
they and the one we wanted the most. make his impact felt early at
hands, meeting
have a chance to He was a bigget for us and poten- place-kicker, according to Meyer.
people."
play right away," tially great football player."
Fry hit 11 of 18 field goals and 16
The Falcons
Meyer
said.
Darius Blackmon and Marlon of 19 points after Fry's last season
got two young
"Usually with Burt represent the Falcons' two at Findlay High School.
men
from
linemen, take a recruits from the state of
"Hopefully, he can be our kickMichigan, two
year or two to Michigan. Blackmon netted 92 er next year," Meyer said.
from Maryland,
get accustomed tackles as his team advanced to
lames Hawkins, Derrick Lett,
three
from
URBAN MEYER. COACH
to the size and the state playoffs last season and Cornelius
McGrady,
John
Georgia
and
skill of every- also squatted 225 pounds, 85 Nicholson and Charles Sharon
Florida and one
body. A couple times.
will make attempts to earn playfrom Illinois. According to Meyer, of those kids from Florida and
Burt rushed for 975 yards and ing time at wide receiver, despite
Georgia and Florida were good Georgia have a chance to help us averaged 9.75 yards per carry at the strong core returning for the
places to look because of his next year because of their athletic Birmingham Groves High School. Falcons in the fall.
experience recruiting for past ability."
TJ. Carswell, who lettered in
According to Meyer, Nicholson
teams and the quality of the playlamal Bryant, an All-State per- football, basketball, baseball and was a steal from Northwestern,
ers.
former, was selected to play in the track, recorded 214 tackles and Lett was another last second
One BG recruit, Ronald Bailey, Big 33 and the North/South nine interceptions in his career. signing and McGrady is already a
rushed for 1,513 yards and 25 Games and will give the Falcons He also helped Wilkinson County student at Bowling Green.
touchdowns as a senior at Shaw help at the defensive line posi- High School, in Irwinton, Ga., to a
BJ. Lane earned 1,614 yards
High School in East Cleveland. tion. Mitchell Crossley, from state basketball title in 1999 and last season at tailback and Keon

"The true test of a
recruiting class
is th ree years from
now. I feel very
proud that we
have recruited
quality young
men..."

Pres. unharmed
REACTIONS, FROM PAGE 1

yesterday's security incident
were varied.
"I think that it is really
messed up... most people simply do not like the president,"
Mike Hailey, a junior, said.
Bob Stafford, a junior, offered
more on why the event happened.
"|The IIK idem is a reflection
of how divided today's society
is," Stafford said.
The student said that he fell
Bush would make it through his
term, but the administration
would be ineffective in obtain-

ing its goals.
On the other hand David
lackson, assistant professor in
the Political Science department, had a different take on
the incident.
"This has nothing to do with
the election controversy... not a
political act or terrorism... just a
disgruntled man," lackson said.
Picket! was not considered a
threat to the president, although
law enforcement officials are
seeking a warrant to search his
home.
Government officials say that
Bush was never in danger.

Team to salute
MEYER, FROM PAGE 1

this place."
Meyer said starting in March
he will begin a full tour of
speaking to every fraternity,
sorority and dorm on campus.
He wants advice on how to get
as many students in the stands
as possible while encouraging
the body to help his cause.
One of the upcoming events
that Meyer has already set up
is a pep rally on April 25. The
event will be held in Anderson
Arena and will be complimented by the BG pep band
and the Falcon football squad.
Meyer is encouraging

Are you looking for a way to put
your Bachelors degree to good use?

involvement by his players as
well.
"The football team is always
going to salute the student
body just like at Notre Dame,"
Meyer said. "It's their (the students) team, not mine."
The coach plans to hold the
new tradition on the football
field. After every home game
no matter if they win or lose,
Meyer said he will have his
players go over to the student
section and salute the student
body by holding up their helmets and singing the Falcon
fight song. Hopefully for
Falcon fans, those arms will be
raised in victory.

Newson was Defensive Player of
the Year at his defensive back
position in Decatur, Ga.
Cole Magner earned Alaska
Player of the Year awards at quarterback while netting 730 yards
passing and 835 yards running.
He was also an all-state punt
returner but Meyer feels he will
be moved to receiver.
"Coach
Brandon
(Greg
Brandon. BG's offensive coordinator! had him at Colorado's
camp and that is how we knew
about him," Meyer said. "He will
be our fourth quarterback"
Daniel Sayles and Mike Thaler,
from LaSalle High School in
Cincinnati, Ohio, wiU provide
assistance on the defensive side
of the ball. Thaler earned
Offensive and Defensive MVP
Awards and is one of the top linemen in the country, Meyer said.
Rob Warren, an All-Ohio selection, could also step in on the
offensive line next season.
Even though Meyer insists this
class' impact won't be felt for at
least three years, it is clear that the
Urban Meyer era took a big step
forward yesterday.

E-mail virus paralyzes
U. of Penn computers
By Maria Dunn
U-WIRE

PHILADELPHIA - Throughout
this week, hundreds of computers across the University of
Pennsylvania campus have been
infected with a virus spread
through e-mail. The virus prohibits computer users from opening many programs and instead
sends the virus out to other email addresses.
The virus, named 'BleBla.b,'
assumes the role of a "middle
man" when a student attempts to
open many types of files. Instead
of directly opening the file, the

operating system opens the virus
first.
In the meantime, the virus
sends itself out to all the names
on a student's contact list,
according
to
Computing
Manager and Engineering sophomore josh Gilper. The program
that users intend to open will not
start up and could be destroyed.
"The virus spreads fast,"
warned Information Technology
Advisor and Wharton and
Engineering freshman Matthew
Liittman. "Faster than any virus
I've ever seen."

^DO YOU THINK YOU KNOW YOUR MUSIC?

Consider a career as an Occupational Therapist!

•£

■r*

Compete for cash and prizes worth $250-500!
THE MUSIC COMEDY GAME SHOW
A music based game show which tests
contestants knowledge of basic music trivia,
popular tunes, bid-a-second and speed
rounds, all for $250 in cash guaranteed.

Occupational therapists help people live fuller lives. OTs work with persons
of all ages who must overcome physical and/or psychological challenges.
OTs are employed in a variety of settings such as hospitals, schools, long-term
care facilities, industrial settings, and community organizations. Because the
need to help people live fuller, more independent lives is so great, the future
outlook for OT is very bright!
The MCO has a nationally ranked (top ten) program of occupational therapy
with a strong reputation for research and clinical practice. You will enjoy
small class sizes and a rich learning environment.
Applications for Fall of 2001 admission are being accepted now.
Me dies* College of Ohio
For information or to visit, call 419-383-4429
or email mot@mco.edu.
Check out our web site for detailed information:
http://www.mco.edu/allh/ot/index.hfml

$100

$100

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
$100 OFF with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/30 - 2/19.
i $10Q

H^RRY! Expires 2/19/01

$100

Come in today
before it is Too Latel
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9ain - 1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling (.reen
OH 43402

www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

■r*
•r*

«* ALL STUDENTS
£ WELCOME!
Mom'>i<a «•*■?» i

wiijjiprnhu
nits Going Fast!

j* This Thursday
^12:00 Noon
„^ Mac Countryside

1 HtiO-WOOyr

j* (Greeks see you there!)

A story about a woman * struggle
with and recovery from bulimia

"The show was very well
written, put together,
witty, encouraging,
heart-breaking, inspiring, and an awesome
performance..."
(Capital University
Student March 2000)

J*

Hand to

Mouth

Written and
Performed
by Lisa K. Barnett

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2001
224E.W00STER
352-0717
Columbia Court Apartments
(903,907,915,921,
929, 935 Thurstin)

February 12
9:00p.m.
OlscamplOlB

Come see Lisa, a Bowling Green State
University graduate, perform Hand To
Mouth, an educational program that looks at
the problem of eating disorders. With humor
and keen insight, Lisa takes her audience into
the mindset of someone with an eating disorder, explores the pressure and self-hate
behind bulimia, and reveals how she Anally
won the battle.
flu. program i* .|„.n-..i .,1 l.y: HI .-I ftomrn'i I
, ■ The Wellnc.a Center
■ The Office .»r Student Whir, ■ Student Health Service ri'nivcnnty
\rli.itie. Or»Mli««ll..i>P ■ The OfTlec ..r Rciclencc Mh ■ BCSI1 \lhlctic. ■
HCSU'* Theater DciMrtmrnl ■ t I, National Can Hellenic Council ■

•
•
•
•
CUENiUAH. INC.

3 bedroom/2 baths
Furnished
Close to campus
Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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TENSIONS MOUNT OVER SMIRNOV VODKA
MOSCOW—Boris Smimov is so worried about losing
his family's renowned vodka brand to U.S. competitors
that he offered yesterday to give his half of Smimov's
embattled distillery to the Russian government.
"It's a battle for national dignity," Smimov told
reporters in Moscow.

WORLD

Anti-globalization
protests start again
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By Naomi Koppti
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GENEVA —Trie technicians at
the World Trade Organization got
a bit suspicious when "journalists" in an online press conference went by screen names like
"NO-TO-WTQ."
WTO Director-General Mike
Moore gamely answered all questions thrown at him — until he
was knocked off-line by antiglobalization protesters with
excellent computer skills.
This week, similarly motivated
"hacktivists" grabbed headlines,
announcing they'd collected
credit card and other personal
data on some 1,400 business and
political leaders by breaking into
the database of last month's
World Economic Forum.
Increasingly, social activists
have turned to hacking to make
their point, breaking into computer systems and wreaking
havoc on organizations they
oppose. The Internet has turned
out to be a remarkable tool for
nonviolent protest on a scale
activists could only dream of
before.
The term "hacktivist" was first
applied to supporters of the
Zapatista rebels in Mexico's
southern state of Chiapas, who
have sabotaged Mexican government Web sites since 1998 and
held "virtual sit-ins" designed to
overload servers.
More recently, the tactic has
been used in Serbia, Pakistan and
India — and by both Palestinians
and Israelis in the Middle East. In
one case, Palestinian sympathizers broke into a Web site operated

by a pro-Israel lobbying group in
the United States, stealing credit
card information and e-mail
addresses.
The theft of private data is a relatively new tactic, however, that
goes beyond defacing Web sites
and electronic bombardment of
servers.
Anti-globalist protesters contend the WTO's trade treaties
benefit big corporations and rich
countries at the expense of the
environment and workers. They
consider the World Economic
Forum, which holds its high-profile annual meetings in the Swiss
resort of Davos, to epitomize the
elitist dealmaking they oppose.
Protesters who showed up in
person were largely stymied by a
heavy police presence at last
month's Davos meeting. Online,
however, they effectively surmounted physical barriers.
The Net "is another frontier for
people to engage in these types of
activities," said loel Scambray, a
security analyst at Foundstone
Inc.
The attacks against forum
organizers showed just how far
hacktivists could reach: They
obtained the travel itineraries —
including flight numbers — of
politicians from around the
world, and published them on
the Web.
"This poses operational security problems, (and) goes beyond
what we've seen before," said
Kent Anderson, vice president of
computer security with the
London-based Control Risks
Group.
Almost every major corpora-

tion and organization has been
hit at one time or another by
hacking, with McDonald's,
Starbucks and the WTO favorite
targets of hacktivists.
During the WTO's last major
meeting, in Seattle in December
1999, the organization faced
attempts to shut down its system.
"There were millions of bits of
spam thrown at us, but we had a
good defense which bounced
these right back, said WTO
spokesman Keith Rockwell, using
the term for junk e-mail.
People are still being misled by
a copycat Web site that uses the
WTO's old name — GATT — and
looks nearly identical to the real
WTO site.
"It is really quite clever and
quite funny. But it is less funny
when people believe it — as has
been the case — and go to a lot of
trouble and then are deceived,"
said Rockwell.
The newly malicious nature of
some of the hacktivism troubles
some.
The editor of the Torontobased online magazine The
Hacktivist, who goes by the pseudonym metacOm, said the "theft
of personal info, credit cards and
the like bothers me, for it discredits the legitimacy of hacktivism as
a form of protest and civil disobedience."
"I would rather that those who
engage in the cracking of databases access the documents
being crafted completely out of
public view and scrutiny,"' he said
in an e-mail interview.
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come fly in

Sunny Daytona Beach, Florida
• Year-Round Frying Weolher

CAM. Ur loi»»vl

• Great Aircraft Availability
•FAR 141 Approved
(PvUFII)

1-8QO-9Q-PH.OT

* Customized Courses

tVtVrV.PHn4lN.COM

• Training Scheduled to

1585 AvialitMi Center Parkway, Suite 900
Doytorai Beech, Florida 32114

Meet Your Individual Needs

No Place to Park?
Live Closer to Campus
507 & 525 East Merry
'Across From Campus
'Large Two Bedroom Apartments
'Furnished
'Laundry Facilities in Building
'Extra Storage
'Free Water & Sewer
*9 & 12 Month Leases Available
'Off Street Parking

332 S.Main Street
(our office only)
352-5620
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HACKING: The WTO website, lop, at WT0.org, and a protest site, bottom, are shown.
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Units
Going
Quickly!
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163 S.Main St.

Falcon Plaza
1450E.Wooster

GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

E. Merry Avenue (516)
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue

521 E. MERRY TWo Btdrootm. 1 Bath. Furnished.
School Year - TWo Person Rate • $675.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate • $560.00
517 E. REED ■ At Thurstin One Bedroom. I Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $425.00
451 THURSTIN - Across from Offcnhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate • $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00
SOS Cl OUCH . Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • TWo Person Rate - $550.00
449-455 S, ENTERPRISE One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $360.00
605 SECOND One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate • $415.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 72.1. 727 THIBIi.
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished • One Person ■ $385.00
One Year - Furnished ■ One Person - $345.00
102JUGH TWo Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - Furnished - TWo Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate • $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $505.00
649 SIXTH - TWo Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - TWo Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished ■ One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - TWo Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - TWo Bedroom, Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year • Two Person Rate • $585.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH • Rock Led* Manor.
TWo Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
I
Furnished - School Year ■ TWo Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year ■ TWo Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - TWo Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate - $450.00
841 E1CHTH ■ TWo Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate • $450.00
724 S BflUM - Cambridge Commons.
TWo Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • TWo Person Rate - $520.00
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$675 / mo. + electric (4 person rate)

www.newloverealty.com
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All Units Include:
2 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

$600 per month for a 12 month lease plus electric
$700 per month for a 9 month lease plus electric.
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Flowers from The Flower Basket
Dinner for 2 from Kaufman's Steak House
Motel room from Best Western Falcon Plaza

Modepotubie by BJRtlhlhM tank
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LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTIOA
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!

February 7*
Club Friday Music Kerry Clark
(contemporary folk), 630-9:30 PM
FREE tour famous Pairs. 6:45ML
Giuseppe Cades The Virtue o/Luaetio
Unveiling. 7 p.«.
FREE Performance:
Southview Symphonic Choir
and Jazz Band Concert, 7 50 PM

419-255 8000
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Live music, qrt&l food, fun people, and fncredtWe art.
ft'yfntfay-its what j/ou'vt been viattlnq for all weehl

Open every '"day. 6-io »»*
M4S Monroe Street Toledo. OH 4)6*0
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Aid sent to help victims of drought
By Mohammed Riaz
THl *SS0CI»!E0 PRESS

Associated Press Photo

DROUGHT: An Afghan man sells bread in the snow In the capital of Kabul Tuesday. A snowfall could be a little help for Afghans who are
experiencing the worst drought in 30 years. Food, as well as goods for daily use, are insufficient as effects of drought, fighting between
Taliban and northern opposition and U.N. sanctions grip the country.

PESHAWAR, Pakistan — A
plane loaded with U.S. emergency supplies for droughtstricken Afghan refugees who are
dying of cold and hunger arrived
Wednesday in this Pakistani border city.
The chartered aircraft brought
500 tents, 5,000 blankets and 500
rolls of plastic sheeting, William B.
Milam, the U.S. ambassador to
Pakistan, told reporters. The U.S.
has also given $50,000 for the purchase of tents and water jugs
locally, he said.
"It's a donation from the new
administration in response to the
plight of Afghan people suffering
from hardship of drought and
conflict," Milam said. "This aid is
not for any party or group."
Last week, more than 500 people died from the cold in camps in
Afghanistan's western Herat
province, where temperatures
often drop as low as 13 degrees
below zero.
About 80,000 people are living
in miserable circumstances in six
U.N. established camps in Herat.
Some 155,000 new Afghan
refugees are living in Pakistan,
while thousands more are stranded on Afghanistan's northern border with Tajikistan.
The United Nations has made
repeated pleas for help from the
international community for victims of Afghanistan's drought,
which it estimates has affected

about 12 million of the country's
20 million people.
The World Bank also appealed
to donor countries on Tuesday to
rush emergency help to
Afghanistan.
"A major human tragedy is
gripping Afghanistan," said John
Wall, the World Bank's country
director for Pakistan and
Afghanistan. "The situation
appears to have all the ingredients of a famine."
Milam said another aircraft will
depart for Herat on Thursday
with 250 tents, 10,000 blankets,
480 water jugs and medicine.
Another airlift is scheduled for
next week.
The United States, the largest
donor to Afghanistan, will also
give $2.1 million for relief work in
the northern Faryab and Takhar
provinces, he said. Washington
has already donated 72,000 tons
of wheat for drought victims,
which is being distributed by the
U.N. World Food Program.
Shattered by two decades of
civil war, Afghanistan has had its
problems compounded by the
drought.
U.N.
sanctions,
imposed on Afghanistan last
month, have added to the Afghan
people's sense of desperation and
isolation.
The United States and Russia
spearheaded sanctions on
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers in an
attempt to force them to surrender Saudi fugitive Osama bin
Laden.

Sister of kidnapped US. oil worker demands ransom paid
By Mohte Hayes
THE »SSOCI'ltO PRESS

QUrrO, Ecuador — The sister
of an American oil worker kidnapped in Ecuador's jungle has
criticized his employer, saying
her brother's life was at risk
because the company has not
yielded to a ransom demand.
The body of another American
kidnap victim who worked for
the same company. Tulsa., Okla.bascd Hclmcrich & Payne Inc.,
was discovered last week Ronald
Sander had been shot five times

in the back and was draped in a
sheet scrawled with the words in
Spanish: "I am a gringo. For nonpayment of ransom. HP company."
Julie Bradley, whose brother
David Bradley was taken hostage
with Sander and three other
Americans last October, said
Tuesday she blamed the company for putting the men's lives at
risk.
"I think they botched the
whole thing," she said. "I'm hoping the U.S. government will get

involved because 1 don't have any
faith in the oil company at this
point."
"I just hope that Ron Sander
didn't die for nothing and 1 hope
my brother is still alive," she said
by telephone from her home in
IJenver, Colo.
Bradley, an assistant principal
at a Denver elementary school,
said she and her parents initially
remained silent on the advice of
the company, but decided to
speak out after Sander was found
dead.

She said she was aware the U.S.
government "has a no-negotiation policy with terrorists, but
somebody's got to do something.
People are dying now."
Steve Mackcy, legal counsel for
Helmerich & Payne, did not
return repeated phone calls seeking comment Wednesday.
Helmerich & Payne officials said
last week they were shocked by
Sander's slaying because negotiations with the kidnappers had
been progressing well.

Hans Helmerich, the compa- pers.
ny's president, said the company
David Bradley, 41, an oil plathad been working with the FBI, form foreman, and Sander, 54, a
the
U.S.
Embassy
and technician from Sunrise Beach,
Ecuadorean officials, and "we Mo., were seized with three other
had every reason to believe that Americans, a Chilean, an
this would result in a positive out- Argentine and a New Zealander
from oil camps in Ecuador's El
come."
U.S. Ambassador to Ecuador Coca region, about 150 miles east
Gwen Clare called the kidnap- of Quito. Two Frenchmen were
ping gang "a bloodthirsty, totally . also abducted but escaped later.
criminal organization" and said
On Saturday, Sander's widow,
the U.S. Justice Department and Sheila Sander, also urged the oil
the FBI were seeking the kidnap- companies to pay ransom.
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Davis hires 3 more
BEREA.
Ohio
(AP)
Cleveland Browns coach Butch
Davis added three more assistants to his staff on Wednesday,
including another coach he
worked with at the University of
Miami.
Phil Banko. a graduate assistant under Davis with the
Hurricanes, will be a defensive
assistant for the Browns this season. He'll work alongside Chuck
Pagano, who was also brought to
Cleveland by Davis.
Carl Smith, who coached New
England's quarterbacks in 1999,
will be responsible for Tim
Couch and the Browns' other
QBs. And Larry Zierlien will
coach the Browns offensive line
after having the same position
last year at the University of
Cincinnati.

February 8,
2001
www.bgnews.com/sports
B0WIING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

STILL A SPARKPLUG

Forward Scott Hewson goes from checker to scorer, creates room on top line
By Dan toed
SPORTS RtPORtE R

Experience
carries
women to
win
By Joel Hammond
SP0R1S WRIrCR

With three seniorsand a junior
handling most of the offensive
load, the Falcons have seen a
trend this season opposite to last
year.
Afu»- starting MAC play 4-0.
the Falcons then dropped five
straight and stood at 4-5 heading
into last night's game against
Ohio. This start the exact opposite of last year, when the team
recovered from a 2-6 start in
MAC play to post an 8-8 overall
mark.
"We really wanted to end this
streak." said senior Jackie
Adlington. "We thought we could
get a win tonight and use that to
springboard the rest of our season, much like we did last year. I
just did whatever I could to help
the team win. And. finally, we got
a break to go our way."
She did about all she could,
and more. After getting into early
foul trouble against Lori
Moorman, who had 24 points
and 12 rebounds, Adlington had
11 points and seven rebounds in
the second half. She was joined
in double figures by senior cocaptains Angie Farmer (15
points), Afra Smith (16) and
junior Francine Miller (21).
"Our team is no secret." said
coach Dee Knoblauch. "Franny
and our seniors are who we look
for. and every team knows that
coming in here. Those four still
get it done, night in and night
out. which amazes me."
It wasn't just what they did. It
was how they did it.
Adlington had six points in the
first three minutes of the half,
and after OU took the lead, she
hit a huge three pointer at 5:55 to
tie the game at 64.
Smith had 13 points in the first
half, dazzling the crowd with
pump fakes and spin moves
while helping the Brown and
Orange build a five-point cushion at intermission.
Farmer tlirice hit clutch buckets in the second half. The first
was a three to end a 6-0 Bobcat
nin and cut the deficit to one.
She then hit two free throws at
4:26 to give the Falcons a 70-64
lead, and lastly she hit a lay-up to
push BC'S lead to 73-69.
Miller was. once again, the
heroine, as she not only led the
team with her 21 points, but
once again proved her worth at
the close of the game. She was
fouled with only 10.4 seconds to
go. and calmly stepped to the
line. After sinking the front end of
the one-and-one. she hit the second for the final margin. 77-75.
"I love being in that position."
said Miller. "I've been there
before, and I hope I'm there
again soon. I just love being in
that position with the game on
the line."
With six MAC games to go and
their team jockeying for position
for the MAC post-season tournament, there's no doubt these four
will be in this position again. And
again, and ..gain.

1,
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His effectiveness has ranged
from a sparkplug to a scorer, from
grit to glamour.
From line to line, role to role.
Scott Hewson has played them all.
Thejunior forward on the Bowling
Green hockey team was used to
playing every role on the team
before his years in Northwest
Ohio.
In 161 games in Junior Hockey
for the Penticton Panthers, the
British Columbia native put up 78
goals and 104 assists for 182
points. But he still racked up 157
penalty minutes his second year.
"My first year of Juniors I was a
checker and I fought a lot.
Hewson said. "But in my second
year I was more offensive. I was
the top scorer on the team."
It seems that Hewson likes to
work in cycles. His BC career lias
worked out the same way.
Hewson came up with a paltry
one goal and seven assists in his
freshman season and suffered
from the natural confidence drop
that comes from going from topline scoring phenomenon to
fourth-line checking wing in the
matter of a year.
Furthermore. Hewson couldn't
get into a groove his freshman season as he showed up to school
with an ankle injury that didn't
fully heal until Christmas. With
other CCHA schools like Ferris
State. Lake Superior State and
Michigan losing the Hewson
recruiting war to BG. he wondered
if he had made the right decision
by choosing the Falcons.
"Freshman year was tough," he
said. "I came in with an ankle
injury and sat out the first five
games. My confidence was gone. I
kind of questioned my choice to
come to BG then, but now I know
I made the right decision."
Still, after that freshman season,
Hewson still had trouble finding a
niche in the offense.
Last season Hewson's seven
goals and six assists nearly doubled his freshman total, but was
still far off of his Juniors pace.
But at Christmas of his sophomore season, Hewson started
playing his game and gaining back
his confidence.

Fultz at Christmas broke up the
Falcons' top line, head coach
Buddy Powers promoted Hewson
and Ryan Murphy to play with
center Greg Day. Since then the
three have become more dangerous than a rifle without a safety.
Hewson's job is to create room
for the mercury-like Day and the
sometimes
offensive
genius
Murphy to work. Every once in a
wliile a goal comes his way. but
rougliing it up in the comers is still
where Hewson makes his money.
The three work so well it seems
like they've been playing together
for years.
"It's worked out awesome."
Murphy said. "We compliment
each other so well in such different ways. Hewey makes room for
us when we have the puck and
then goes back and plays well in
the defensive zone."
Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers said he sees Hewson's promotion as a way to lap into the
offensive skill that was a big reason the Falcons wooed Hewson in
the first place. Hewson insists that
he just brings a little blue collar
work ethic to an otherwise white
collar line.
"I've been watching Day since
tlie beginning of the season and
I'm really excited to play with
him," Hewson said. "Murphy produces more with better players.
We have a good nucleus. I just
bring grit to the line."
Even as Hewson and the
Falcons have found new offensive
light, perhaps the most entertaining aspect of his collegiate career
came his freshman season when
he and Dennis Williams flanked
center Ryan Wetterberg as fourth
line checkers.
The three undersized forwards
became one of the most agitating
lines in the league. Their job was to
get under the skin of the oppo
nents and they did it well.
"That was fun," Williams said.
"We didn't have any instnictions.
we just went out there and hit
people."
Hewson values those days and
shoots a smile when reminded of
them.
"We're all players with similar
size and style," Hewson said. "We
all like to go out there and stir tlie
pot."
The idea of getting the sparkplug line back together before
Williams graduates this year is
tempting, although unlikely.

This season, like his second year
in Juniors, Hewson's scoring touch
is back. His five goals and 14
assists for 19 points may not seem
like much, but it's been a big part
of his and the team's recent offensive resurgence.
Perhaps Hewson's numbers are
a result of a dream situation for a
gritty forward with an offensive
mind. After the departure of Ryan

But if Hewson were to take a
turn on a checking line after

F&EPMIO

GRINDER AND SCORER: Forward Scott Hewson came to Bowling Green to give the Falcons a
blend of grit and scoring. He struggled with points his first two years, but has been able to come
into his own this season.

spending this season as a scorer it
would be OK.
He's played that role before.

Women edge Ohio
ByEnkCassano
SPORTS RIP0RHR

WTHMenadiBGNews

AFRA: Bowling Green forward Afra Smith puts up a shot over
Ohio's Heather Laughlin last night in the Falcons win at
Anderson Arena.

'.

The ending wasn't storybook,
nor was the rest of the game, but
the Falcon women's basketball
team didn't care. They broke
their five-game losing streak
with a 77-75 victory over Ohio at
Anderson Arena last night. The
win pushed BG back to .500 In
the Mid-American Conference
at 5-5.
"When you're on a losing
streak, I think the first |win| to get
out of it is huge," BG coach Dee
Knoblauch said. "We've had to
battle these two weeks."
After 39 minutes and 50 sec
onds of ebb-and-flow momentum that included four lead
changes, the winning margin
was reached on a pair of Fran
Miller fiee throws off a controversial foul call. A blocking foul
on what may have been incidental contact was called on Ohio's

Candace Bates when she ran
into Miller with 10 seconds left,
sending Miller to the line. Ohio
coach Lynn Bria said the referees
should have capped their whistles with the game on the line.
"I think players should decide
the game. I'll tell you that right
now....you've got ten seconds left
in the game, both teams are
physical and then [the referees)
make that call," she said.
It was a physical game, but the
Falcons, even with a lot of contact in the low post, did something that helped their cause significantly: they kept the disparity
between the fouls they committed and the fouls Ohio committed relatively small. In light of
out-fouling opponents as badly
as 31-2 against Western
Michigan last week, 22-17 last
night was quite reasonable.
They worked hard at drawing
fouls, and got three Bobcats to
four fouls by game's end. Size

)',

mismatches still played against
BG. as Ohio forward Lori
Moorman spent much of the
night
getting
turn-around
seven-foot shots off the glass.
However, BG had its perimeter
game running well enough to
compensate. Even senior center
Jackie Adlington got in on the
backcourt action, beating her
defender off the dribble and
slashing to the basket for an easy
lay-up in excellent guard fashion
late in the first half.
"I'll tell you what, |the losing
streak] was pretty frustrating,"
Adlington said. "I didnt think,
honestly, that this was going to
be such a close game because of
our intensity in practice...lt feels
awesome to finally get back on
track."
Throughout much of the first
half, the trend remained the
same: Miller and senior Angle
WOMEN, PAGE 9
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Track teams compete at Findlay
Ryan Fowler
SPORTS REPORTER

Another week. Anolhermeet.
The weekend brings yel another track meet for the Falcon runners, leapers and throwers. This
time bolh squads will be under
the same roof.
Saturday the teams will travel
to nearby University of Findlay
for the All-Ohio Championships.
The meet officials send out
invitations to all Division I and II
schools in the state of Ohio. All
should be in attendance except
for Big Ten powerhouse Ohio

State
Even with the hype of basically every Ohio college and university track program all in one location, men's coach Sterling Martin
is staying focused and ready to
scout the Ohio Mid-American
Conference schools.
"Kent State is running very well
right now, Akron has a good program, and the University of
Toledo. So, we're keying in on
those teams." said Martin. "It
should be a high quality meet."
Martin said not to count out
the Division II schools because a

few could make an impact.
According to him, Ashland
University brings in great throwers and Malone College produces
great distance runners. The
smaller schools should not be
underestimated in a track meet
this big.
Bowling Green's Drew
Downey should be given a closer
look this weekend as he is emerging as a young star for the
Falcons. The sophomore is looking to vault over 16 feet for the
third week in a row, a tremendous
feat for a second year collegiate
pole-vaulter.

Other freshman sensations to
keep an eye out for are Justin
Perez in the mile, Paul
Niedzwiecki in the 3000 and
5000-meter
and
Jamal
Salahuddin in the shot put.
"They (underclassmen) are
beginning to show glimpses of
what we Thought they could get
done," said Martin.

Women

The women head into the AllOhio Championships looking to
regroup from a disappointing
performance last weekend ai
Central Michigan. Coach Scott
Sehmann said that the enthusi-

asm just wasn't there last weekend and hopes that this weekend
his team regroups and comes out
more fired up and ready to compete.
A scouting report of the MAC
schools that will be in Findlay on
Saturday finds Kent State ahead
of the pack. Sehmann said that
like the men, Kent State, is the
team to beat and is favored to win
the MAC this year. He also mentioned
the
University of
Cincinnati out of Conference
USA as a team with a strong overall program.
As for his own Team. Sehmann

Vikings' Smith
pulls a Barry

Men beat up
on Bobcats
By Nick Hum
ASSISIAHT SPORTS EDITOR

After last night's game against
Ohio, Bowling Green men's basketball coach Dan Dakich said it
looked like the varsity was playing the JV team
Dakich was referring to his
Falcoas as the JV team. So BG
must have been blown out by The
Bobcats, right? Wrong.
Instead, the coach was refer
ring To the size matchup, a
departtnen! thai was hurting
during the game. BG lost senior
forward Trent Jackson in The first
four minutes of the game wilh an
ankle in,ury and freshman Josh

Almanson was already out with
back problems. Somehow the
Falcons' team managed to pull
off one of Its biggest wins of the
year in a 78-68 victory over Ohio

though.
"This is The most proud I have
ever been of this basketball
team," Dakich told WBVI's Dave
Horger during a post-game show.
"It looked like it was going to be
lad Everybody did an unbelievable job. I'm humbled."
To make mailers worse for BG.
starting guard Keith Mcl.eod
picked up Three fouls early Into
the firs! half. Using a limited lineup, including walk on guard Kris
Gerken. BG was able to spoil
Ohio's undefeated 8-0 mark at
home.

ByiohnAkers
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Despite playing limited minutes in the first half, McLeod
managed to lead all scorers with
28 points on 7-15 shooting. The
junior guard was also 12-12 at the
free throw line. Center Len
Matela also gave another strong
performance, putting in 19
iioinisand grabbing 15 rebounds
on the night.
"There was a lot of heart
tonight," Dakich said. "I know 1
questioned in the past whether
this team has heart or not. This
performance was a whole boa!
load of heart."
BG Jumped out to an early 4-0
advantage before watching Ohio
make a nin and lead 13 7. The
score was Tied 27-27 toward the
end of the first half when the
Bobcats went on an 8-2 nin to
take a 35-29 lead at halftime.
Ohio jumped out to its biggest
lead at 41-33 before BG came
back with (he help of a Brandon
Pardon three pointer. BG recaptured the lead 50 49 and never
looked back. Sophomore guard
Cory Ryan added 15 points on 510 shooting.
"I don'l know if I've ever seen
an effort like the one our kids
made tonight." Dakich said.
"From Sunday two weeks ago
until now. I can't even describe
how much fun they are to be
around."

is very pleased with how his veteran athletes are helping teach
and set an example for the
younger stars that are starting to
show signs of improvement.
Their guidance and knowledge
have affected at least one runner
this season.
Sophomore distance runner
Briana Killian has turned it up a
notch at this point of the season
and coach Sehmann has noticed.
"She's definitely starting to rise
to a new level," said Sehmann.
"She's learned what it takes to be
competitive at the Division 1
level."

Associated PTKS PIKKO

SOCIAL SECURITY?: Vikings back Robert Smith says he's retired.

Falcons break skid
WOMEN, FROM PAGE 8
Farmer shooting from the wings,
Adlington and senior Afra Smilh
inside. The Falcons made four of
eighi three-pointers in the firs!
half, and finished eight-of-14.

Miller led the Falcons with 21
points, followed by Smith with 16
and Farmer with 15. Moorman
led the game wilh 24 points, and
Heather Laughlin with 14 and
Cathy Szall with 12 also got into
double figures for Ohio.

MINNEAPOLIS - Once
again, Robert Smith has eluded his pursuers.
The agent for the 28-yearold n inning back confirmed
Wednesday that Smith is retiring after eight seasons with
the Minnesota Vikings. He is
leaving the NFL at the top of
his game, much like a 31 -yearold Barry Sanders before the
1999 season, and at the heighl
of his earning power as an
unrestricted free agent.
Smith, who announced his
decision in a brief statement
Tuesday to The (Cleveland)
Plain Dealer, let his reasons for
leaving remain a mystery. In
the statement. Smith thanked
his family and friends, fans
and the Vikings organization.
"I also wanted to thank my
teammates and coaches for
believing in me Throughout
my career." said Smilh. who
played high school football in
the Cleveland suburb of
Euclid and later at Ohio State.
The retirement leaves a
large hole in the Vikings'
offense.
"Robert has always been a
guy That the National Football
League has been able to count
on as a shining example of
quality character off the field
and 100 percent effort on the
field." coach Dennis Green
said in a statement.
Robert's decision to retire,
as everyone knows, comes off

his best season ever as a ninning back for the Minnesota
Vikings. He leaves the game
on top and is looking forward
to his next challenge."
Smith's
agent,
Neil
Cornrich. dismissed the idea
that the often-injured back,
who recently underwent a
third knee operation, was
tired of the pounding.
"He could easily play five
more years without jeopardizing his health." Cornrich said.
"He just decided to go in
another direction at this
point."
Smith has said he might
consider a career as a medical
researcher. He pursued a history degree with a strong
emphasis on science at Ohio
State and is interested in a
variety of topics such as calculus, molecular genetics and
classical music.
Earlier this season, he said
he thought he would be in
medical school by now.
"I enjoy football more than 1
thought I would," Smith told
the Saint Paul Pioneer Press. "I
honestly didn't think I would
play as long as I have. But
once you're out there and
enjoying it, it's completely different."
Smith, the Vikings' firstround pick in 1993, led The
NFC by rushing last season
with 1,521 yards in his first
complete 16-game season. He
broke the organization's
career rushing record.

H&e Aove Sottfiqote
VALENTINE'S
DAY SALE!
25% OFF ANYTHING
WITH THE COLOR RED
ON IT.
FEBRUARY 12TH-14TH
EhClL'DVVb MAGAZINE* * VHKOfi.

WE NOW HAVE
PLUS SIZES!
NOVELTIES. OILS,
6ELS. LINGERIE,
DANCE WEAR,
BOOTS, SHOES,
MEN'S WEAR AND
SO MUCH MORE!

Sweets for the Sweetie
A variety of treats in a fun container,
all trimmed up for Valentine's Day!

DVD'S &
VIDEOS FOR
SALE OR
RENTALS

■ H^Off
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135 S. BYRNE RO. TOLEDO
531-0079 WWW.OEJAVU.tOM

fiver
Your
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Celebrate
32Q Elm Street #A-P
One Bedroom Furnished
Private Parking
$420 per month, 12 month
lease plus electric.
$520 per month, 9 month
lease plus electric.
320 Elm Street #E-H
Two Bedroom Furnished
Private Parking
$750 per month, 12 month
lease plus electric.
$850 per month , 9 month
lease plus electric.

Free Gas Heat. Water
and Sewer
332 S. Main Street
(our office only)
352-5630

Mention thii coupon #716 and
racaiva %4 00 oft tha dtbvwy ol any
Valentin* arrangameni ctolrvatad
bafora February 14th. 2001

www.ncwlovcrcalty.com

NEWI9VE ts*
Rentals

Eating Disorders
Awareness Month
Start by gathering old jeans that
don't fit for the

FEBRUARY

12,2001
OLSCAMP

GREAT JEANS
GIVEAWAY
and bring them to

101B

104 S. Main
353-0988
Check us out at: www.easystreetcafe.net

fjr
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9:00P.M.
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Prizes will be raffled to students
| that bring in their jeans and help
us to celebrate this month!

rGRASS HoppeR Pie
MTH ADMfRAL WACKCR
OPEMWG
\

Travel

GREAT JEANS GIVEAWAY
February 12-March2
Love your Genes, not your Jeans.
Instead ol fighting your jeans, accept your genes-start finding old
leans or other clothes that don't tit
and bhng them into your residence
halls to be donated to area charities
HAND TO MOUTH
A story about a woman's struggle
with a recovery from bulimia. Written
& performed by Lisa K. Barnett.
February 12 at 9 pm 101B Olscamp.

#1 Spnng Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
• 111! Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 Days $279! Includes
Meals & Free Parlies! Awesome
beaches, Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel com
1-800-6786386
• 111! Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen
Next to Clubs! Daytona $159! South
Beach$199! spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break: Panama City, Daytona Beach, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www.myspringbreak.net
1-800-575-2026

Very Important KB
KA in wonderland. Meet the sisters
of Kappa Delta tonight in the AshleyBatchelder game room from 8-10.
Dress casual and be ready for fun.
See you there!

Trip-On:
Amsterdam Barcelona
Berlin Brussels
Dublin London Madrid
Paris Rome

UNBEATABLE
PRICES!

Services Offered
Immigration Consulting Service, experienced professional service, reasonable rates. 354-8192 or ics©dacor.net.
_
LONG DISTANCE
1.4C per minute
www.2ndcheck.com/bgsu.

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

Personals

• Student roundtrip airfare
• Accommodations
• Airport transfers
and Travel Card*
• Camera, document
organizer, discounts,
guidebooks, maps
and more
'Select cities onr»

Council
America's Leader in Student Travel

1-800-2Council
counciltravel.com
FOR THE PRICE OF A
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE I
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP |
COMEDY!

Personals

Help Wanted

Unlimited tanning $30 a month, new
bulbs, campus tanning 352-7889.

Fitness
Now accepting applications for
full/part time help Root lrainers(exercise science students), front desk,
member services, St. James Health
Club, Toledo, (419)841-5597.

Personals

Campus Events

AQD AGD AGO
Congratulations to Angela Cloran on
her lavalienng to Brandon Opichka!!
AGD AGD AGD
AGD AGD AQD
Congratulations to Lauren Cosgrove
on her engagement to Jared Ewing!!
AGD AGD AGD
Danco Marathon 2001
Pisanello's Pizza Nights
Thursdays, 4-midnight
Just mention Dance Marathon
10% for the kids'
EDUCATIONAL BACKPACKING
TRIP TO THE NAVAJO RESERVATION IN THE HIGH DESERT
MOUNTAINS OF NEW MEXICO
AND ARIZONA
May 13 to May 26, 2001. Earn 3 hrs.
credit. If interested e-mail Bill
Thompson at
wthomp®bgnet bgsu.edu or phone
at 352-7534.
Information meeting at 102 BA
Bldg on Thurs.. Feb. 8 at 7:30 pm.
<t>M KA *M KA <DM KA <MM
Congratulations to Dora Gabriel on
her recent lavaliering to
Paul Daniels.
*M KA <t>M KA *M KA *M

Heel & Sole Shoe Repair. Authorized Birkenstock Repair Service.
150 S. Main 353-0199.

Win $1000 for your
group or organization!
Email: tmbodeOmyexcel.com
for contest details

KKI-KKIKKIKKrKKr
Sisters ol the week
Courtney Budzick & Caitlin Cooper
Thanks for all your hard work ladies!

KKfKKrKKrKKrKKr

McKenna's Inn Bed and Breakfast
Valentine's Day Packages Available
Call Toll Free 1-877-410-5733
" mckennasinn.com '
MEDITATION GROUP AT THE
UCF COMMUNITY AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Led by Or. Marvin Belzer, philosophy professor at BGSU. Beginning
every Friday at 6 pm. UCF is located
at 313 Thurstin (Comer ol Thurstin
and Ridge) This group is open to
any person who la Interested in
meditating with a group. Beginners who would like to learn how
to meditate are especially Invited.
Mirage Salon Specials-Women's
toll highlight starting at $45,
women's cap highlight starting at
$25, men's haircut and highlight
$15, women's haircut $15 for new
clients, men's cllppercuts $5 for
new clients. Specials valid thru
March 10,2001.384-2016.
Natalie K.
We know you are a
ROCKSTAR
Show us how you can
SHINE
Happy 21st, Love,
Kelly and Theresa
Scholarship Opportunities
for freshmen and sophomores
Enroll in Army ROTC and compete
for 3 & 2-year awards which cover
tuition, books & lees, ♦ $200/mo.
for expenses.
Call for details 372-2476
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.

354-4673 BGPC
Round Trip Ticket to Florida $99.
Greyhound Bus 352-2329 call for
info.

Wanted
2 fern sublessors
May-Aug. own room

353-2366.
2 subleasers needed immediately.
Brand new house near campus.
Call Mike or Tony at 353-8368.
MIXEO MARSHAL ARTS
if interested in learning mixed
marshal arts, come to a meeting in
8A 100 on Friday 2-9 O 5pm.
Call Jason Bender for questions:
352-1289

Help Wanted
500 Summer Camp Positions-Northeast. 1-800-443-6428;
www.summercampemployment.com
Best summer job in BG! Looking for
2-4 motivated individuals for a great
summer job. Supervisors needed to
help organize and run youth baseball in BG. Call for interview and info: Tim Dunn 353-2918 (evenings).
COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF-GREAT FACILITIES-GREAT EXPERIENCE. CHILDREN'S N.V.S. CO-ED RESIDENT
OUTDOOR SUMMER CAMP,
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS-2 HOURS
NYC AND ALBANY. WATERFRONT-CLIMBING WALL/ROPESCREATIVE ARTS. FITNESS INSTRUCTOR-ATHLETICS-MOUNTAIN BIKING.
June 23 thru August 19th
Mm 19 yrs. +

FAX (914)693-7678
1-800-58-CAMP2
www.kennybrook.com

IK KI £K KI IK
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would
like to congratulate Christina
Huntzinger on her lavalienng to
Kappa Sigma's Zach Bradley.

IK KI IK KI IK
Turning Points
An Informal Discussion Group
about eating disorders, weight
issues & normal eating. Beginning
Tuesday. February 20 (for 7
sessions) 10 30am-12:00pm
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by the Counseling
Center and the
Student Health Service

Desk clerWclerks needed tor local
motel. Midnight-8 am shift, part -time
to full-time, must work weekends,
long-term position, $6 an hour. Inquire at Buckeye Inn 8-4 Monday Friday.
Full time pay for part-time hrs. Work
around your class schedule, marketing. This area's premier entertainment services. Fax resume to C. Hill
(419)423-9255. Time Warner Cable
an equal opportunity employer.
M/F/D/V.
Looking for Auto CAD help ASAP!
Will pay! 353-9281.

■•■•■•■•

I*l

For Rent
Apt. for rent, 2 bdrm. furnished, 704
5th Street, Available May, Aug. or
Summer leases, 352-3445
Available Aug. 15th, 2001,

close to university:
Efficiency Apt., $250/mo. * utilities
1 bdrm apt. $300/mo. * utilities
2 bdrm. apt. $425/mo. » utilities
2 bdrm. house $400/mo. + utilities
3 bdrm. house $650/mo. + utilities

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-Time, and Sub positions avail, ranging from 28 to 70
hrs. biweekly Salary is $7.55/hr. for
first 90 days, thereafter beginning at
$10.24/hr. based upon experience.
High school diploma or GED required: no expenence necessary.
Positions avail, in Bowling Green
and Portage areas. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR'DD. 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling
Green, Enl. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. EO.E.
Receptionist. Great Lakes Ford,
$6.25/hr; M and Th. 4:30-9:00pm
Sat. 9-3: Study time available 3535271.
ROI is seeking a family services
case worker to educate farmworkers
on sexual assault and domestic violence. Bilingual required. Send resur 9 to Tracy at 320 W Gypsy Ln
Rd , Bowling Green. OH 43402 or
call (419) 354-3548.

Call 686-4651.
For Rent, 1 bdrm. duplex, 2 blks
from campus. Very private. Aug.
lease, 1 person. Call 352-9392.
For rent, furnished, large studio.
$2B5/mo., 192 1/2 South Main. April
1-Aug 12 Call 373-0087.
For rent, small studio. $335/mo„ all "
util. incl. A/C. quiet, avail in March.

Call 354-6480.
For Rent-Summer 1 bdrm Apt, A/C,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, unturn., near campus. Call 354-5920.
Furnished apartment tor rent in BG,
5340 per monlh plus gas and electric. Call any time 353-6410.
House lor rent, early as March. 3
bedroom, 2 ba . basement & carport, lots of room. 340 Derby Ave.

3730570.

Houses for rent: All 12 month
leases, tenants pay utilities, security
deposit & parental guarantees.
622 E. Wooster-Lg 4 BR, 2 bath
$1,200/mo , available May 20, 2001
233 W Merry-Lg 4 BR, $775/mo„
available August 23.2001
734 Elm-Lg. 3 BR, 2 bath,
S800/mo , available August 18. 2001
316 RkJge(Front)-2 BR. $650 available May 23, 2001
316 Ridge (Rear)-1 BR, $350 available May 15,2001
217 S. College -3 BR. $650 available May 21. 2001
Phone 354-2854

Youth Worker
Work with children ages 7-17
Tuesday & Saturday hours:
Starting day. $6.80 an hour, call

Kim Thomason, (419) 255-1191.
after 12:30pm

For Sale
1989 Volvo 740 GL. Good Condition«AM/FM Stereo-A/OHeated
Seats. Call(419)655-2364

Houses. 1, 2. & 3 bdrm apts. beginning May "01. 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454
Now Leasing '0ir02
Georgetown Manor, 800 3rd St 1
bdrm & 616 2nd St 1 bdrm and efficiency. Call 354-9740 for more
info
Room/studio avail, now-short-term
OK; price negotiable 353-2301.

8 FOOT HARVARD POOL TABLE.
$375 OBO. CALL 373-1726.
98 Chevy Cavalier-66K, auto. air.
cassette Teal. Off-lease vehicle.
$7800. Other cars avail Call John at
352 0645 or215-6213.
Brand New queen size mattress &
box spring w/ accessories. $325 or
besl offer. 262-5481
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos1 For listings 1 -

Subleaser needed. Downtown BG
1 bdrm apt,starling in March,

$345 •deposit 345-4025

800-719-3001 ext45S6.
LOSE 2-200 + LBS!
Fasl/Safe/AII-Natural ALSO Programs for Athletes & Body-Builders'
This Ad = 15% OFF! CALL 330488-0447 or 1-800-554-7383
O.A.R. new CD release "Risen" on
sale at Finders/Downtown Bowling
Green
Playstation 2
Great fundraiser pnze
$400 obo iadedtim@usa.net

Valentines

W<int lo do something
Memorable for your Valentine?
The BC Newt h.is llu- solution*
Show vour swivtruMrt how much
you care with a
VALENTINE'S DAY
DISPLAY PERSONAL
in The BG News
2*2-520 (w/ photo) 1x3-515
It's bursarable!
I heM s[»'« Ul VaU'iihn.' > Day ads
will be published
WodnesdayJeb. |4.

For Rent

OUTBACK

FEATURING COMICS I
FROM HBO, SI IOW- |

STEAKHOUSE®-.

Is Now Hiring:
Busers, Cooks, Servers
& Hosts/Hostesses

TIME, "DAVID LETTER- |
MAN"AND
m
"THE TONIGHT SHOW"!

This Week:

|

RICH

|

GUZZI

I

SHOWTIMES
I
WED & THURS 8 PM I
FRI & SAT 8PM & 10:30|
2 FOR 1
.
ADMISSION W/AD Z
EXPIRES: 2/9
I
5319 Heatherdowns at |
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041
|
$2 admission every Wed. I
w/colleee I.D.
'
Must be 18 to enter
ill
frfConnxtionscomedyclub.com«

[Look no further
than Kaufman's Steakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia

~jp

p Game$!]

Juwjmjms

•
•
•
•
•

Top woges
Flexible Hours
Paid vacations
Heahti/Dental Insurance
Quarterly Incentive bonuses
Apply In person
Mon. - Fit. 2-4

Deadline is Monday, Feb. 12

Come to 21)4 West I l.iii to place
vour .id or »all 372-4&T7

Apartment for rent (subleaser),
2bdrm. 2/3 people, $440/mo •
util.fvery low), furnished. A/C (new).
6th St. Call 352-9405.

■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■
HAPPV /KI SeUOlIt

401 W. Dussel Rood
Moumoe, OH 43537

Wlicrv great food is
tun thai" Inil tri\

"Needed immedVown room. 1 female/2 if related, located at 729 4th
St $225/450/mo Call 353-0325
'01-02 Houses. Apts.. & Efticiencies
•729 4th St 4 bedroom, C/A
"311 & 316 E Merry. 2 bedroom Apt
•146 S College, etf, incl utils. W/D.
'309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms incl. utils.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

■

HAPPV 21*1 SPOOtlt

(Just a few minutes from sGI
lake I-475YV to Dwset-tum rtgtlt.)

<l'\l <I'\I 'l>\! 'I>\1 <l>\l <1>\I <1>\I <t>\| <|>\| <|>\| <|>\| <|)\| (|>\| >|>\| <|>\l <|>\|

The Ladies of Phi Mu invite any interested women
to the Phi Mu house! Today from 9-lOpm.
Questions call 372-2750
M
<IA| <|>\| -!>\| <|AI <|AI 'IA1 <IA1 <IAI <IAl <1>\I <IAI <l»\l <IAI <IA1 <IAI <t>M

HAPPY ZHI 5POO.lt • Htm 1M sWOOftH
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Management Inc.

SIGNING LEASES
NOW
2001/2002

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrms.
Laundry on sile
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Ilrin/siir Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Slans at $410 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St
IbdrmVAir Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts al $400 - Call 353-5800

•"■r-"^^.

* 10 am until 2 pm'

—»

h'multii §ima iimm 5 3

A!EK£A

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apis. 1082 Fairview.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

Jil

SERVICES

University Dining Services is looking for 10-15
~*"-—
students to represent student customers on the Advisory
Board. The representatives provide constructive feedback to Dining Services in regards to service, quality of
food and operational policies. Meetings are generally
held once per month.
Both on and off Campus students are desired. To be
eligible to participate you must have either a debit meal
plan or a BIG Charge.

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG. * 353-1361
www holly wood com

If Interested please complete the bottom of the form and
drop the ad In campus mail prior to 2/14/01 or deposit
into the comment box in any Dining Facility. £*a*t*> "(/*"
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Year:

Moonstruck
PG

5:00 9:00
FRDSOnjRDSRn

MASH

Please explain why you are Interested in participating on the Advisory Board.

R

7:00

Management Inc.

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St. '
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

'WJWjjujwwwjjJHWfJUn

J»800»SUTJCHASE

Every Sat Midnight

